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Grammar 
 
Unit (4.1): Dear Mrs. LaRue 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

A ____________ is a word that takes place of one or more nouns. 1. 

(D)  adjective (C)  verb (B)  pronoun (A)  noun  

There was no apple cake left because the cat ate _____.  

)nronoupt rreccohe (Choose t 
2. 

(D)  you (C)  it (B)  he (A)  she  

I feel sick, and I don’t know what’s wrong with _____. 

)pronoune the correct (Choos 
3. 

(D)  we (C)  they (B)  me (A)  it  

My brother and I hope that _____ can get a cat. 

)pronoun(Choose the correct  
4. 

(D)  it (C)  we (B)  her (A)  him  

There were enough cupcakes for all of _____.  

)pronounct rre(Choose the co 
5. 

(D)  him (C)  us (B)  I (A)  me  

Sara asked me to give the ball to _____.  

)pronoun(Choose the correct  
6. 

(D)  he (C)  we it  (B) (A)  her  
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Unit (4.3): Energy: Power Source 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices): 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

s than yours.ga less_ _______ (use)My car  

(Choose the correct form of the underlined action verb) 
1. 

(D)  is use (C)  are use suse  (B) (A)  use  

a new car. ________ (buy) s my dadEvery few year 

verb) underlined action (Choose the correct form of the 
2. 

(D)  buy (C)  is buys  (B)  are buys (A)  buys  

Rasheed (know) ________ a lot about electricity. 

(Choose the correct form of the underlined action verb) 
3. 

(D)  knowing (C)  know (B)  knows (A)  is know  

We (need) _______ more twigs to start the fire. 

(Choose the correct form of the verb) 
4. 

(D)  are needs (C)  is needs (B)  needs (A)  need  

She (read) _______ books about how things work. 

(Choose the correct present tense form of the underlined action verb) 
5. 

(D)  are read (C)  reads (B)  is read            (A)  read  

She (have) _______ a big truck. 

(Choose the correct form of the verb) 
6. 

(D)  are has (C)  is have (B)  is has (A)  has  

Dad (have) _______ to nail the beams. 

(Choose the correct form of the verb) 
7. 

(D)  is have (C)  have (B)  having (A)  has  

I _______ a way to tell which house is yours. 

(Choose the correct form of the verb) 
8. 

(D)  are (C)  have (B)  is              (A)  has  

You _______ a good design. 

(Choose the correct form of the verb) 
9. 

(D)  is has (C)  have (B)  has (A)  are has  
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I (be) _______ going to visit him this weekend. 

(Choose the correct form of the underlined verb) 
10. 

(D)  has (C)  is (B)  are (A)  am  

Bill (be) _______ helping the teacher. 

(Choose the correct form of the underlined verb) 
11. 

(D)  am (C)  is (B)  has (A)  are  

We (be) _______ putting in two windows. 

(Choose the correct form of the underlined verb) 
12. 

(D)  has (C)  am (B)  are (A)  is  

 “I think you will like the new car.” 

(Choose the correct contraction for the underlined words) 
13. 

(D)  you will’ (C)  you’ll (B)  yo’u will (A)  y’ou will  

It is very special. 

(Choose the correct contraction for the underlined words) 
14. 

(D)  Iti’s (C)  It is’  (B)  It’s (A)   I’t is  

“I am so excited to see it.”  

(Choose the correct contraction for the underlined words) 
15. 

(D)  Ia’m (C)  Iam’ (B)  I’am (A)  I’m  

“You are right, Mom. I do like it.” 

(Choose the correct contraction for the underlined words) 
16. 

(D)  You are’ (C)  Yo’u are (B)  You’re (A)  Y’ou are  
 

Question 2: (True or False) 
 

Circle ⓉTrue if the contraction for the underlined words is correct or 

Ⓕ False if it is not. 

(1) Contraction for he had is he’d. T F 

(2) Contraction for I will is I w’ill. T F 

(3) Contraction for I have is I’ve. T F 

(4) Contraction for He will is He’ll. T F 

(5) Contraction for we are is we’are. T F 
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Unit (5.1): Because of Winn-Dixie 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

____________ are words that describe nouns or pronouns. 1. 

(D)  Pronouns (C)  Nouns (B)  Verbs (A)  Adjectives  

Florida has big mosquitoes. 

)adjective(Choose the   
2. 

(D)  has (C)  big (B)  Florida (A)  mosquitoes  

Miss Franny wanted a little house. 

)adjectiveChoose the ( 
3. 

(D)  Miss Franny (C)  house (B)  little (A)  wanted  

This book is long and difficult. 

)adjective(Choose the  
4. 

(D)  and (C)  is (B)  book (A)  long, difficult  

The large bear had a strong smell.  

)adjective(Choose the  
5. 

(D)  The (C)  had (B)  large, strong (A)  bear  

The bear looked dangerous.  

)etivadjec(Choose the  
6. 

(D)  bear (C)  The looked  (B) (A)  dangerous  

The road was not steep at all.  

)adjective(Choose the  
7. 

(D)  steep (C)  was (B)  road (A)  all  
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Question 2: (True or False) 
 

Circle Ⓣ True if the underlined word is adjective or Ⓕ False if it is not. 
 

(1) The bookshelves are high. T F 

(2) Miss Franny’s father was rich. T F 

(3) The cat was friendly and clean. T F 

(4) Winn-Dixie had clean, sharp teeth. T F 

(5) That short smart woman is the librarian. T F 

 

 
Unit (5.3): Exploring the Undersea Territory 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

does on land. it ntha__ on the water The sun looks _____ 

)ly completes the sentencethat correct adjective(Choose the  
1. 

(D)  bright (C)  brighten brighter  (B) (A)  brightest  

the shallow water. hantThe deep water is ________  

that correctly completes the sentence) adjective(Choose the  
2. 

(D)  cold (C)  more cold  (B)  coldest (A)  colder  

Ahmad. thanAli is a _______ swimmer  

that correctly completes the sentence) adjectivee (Choose th 
3. 

(D)  fast (C)  fastest faster  (B) (A)  most fast  

the other one. thanThis fish is __________  

ce)that correctly completes the senten adjectivethe  seoo(Ch 
4. 

(D)  small (C)  smallest (B)  more small smaller  (A)  

I do. thanYou look __________  

that correctly completes the sentence) adjective(Choose the  
5. 

(D)  pale estpal  (C) (B)  paler (A)  most pale  
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____________. theI wonder which ocean is  

sentence) that correctly completes the adjectiveose the (Cho 
6. 

(D)  saltier (C)  salty (B)  more salty saltiest  (A)  

__________ mammal of all. theThe blue whale is  

ompletes the sentence)c lythat correct adjective(Choose the  
7. 

(D)  large largest  (C)    larger  B)(  more large  (A)  

__________ of them. the This rock is 

that correctly completes the sentence) adjective(Choose the  
8. 

(D)  heavy (C)  heavier most heavy  (B) heaviest  (A)  

___________ fish of all. thet ghDad cau 

correctly completes the sentence) that adjective(Choose the  
9. 

(D)  big more big  (C) bigger  (B) (A)  biggest  

__________ months. theSeptember is one  

that correctly completes the sentence) adjective(Choose the  
10. 

(D)  stormy (C)  stormiest (B)  more stormy stormier  (A)  

_________ fish. theo me, jellyfish are T 

that correctly completes the sentence) adjectivehoose the (C 
11. 

(D)  scary scarier  (C) (B)  scariest (A)  more scary  

.esin_________ sp theThis lionfish has  

ntence)that correctly completes the se adjective(Choose the  
12. 

(D)  long (C)  longer e longmor  (B) (A)  longest 
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Unit (5.4): Me and Uncle Romie 
 

Question 1: (Multiple Choices) 

Choose which represents the correct choice for every question. 
 

.delicious dessert of all_________  the Your cake is 

)sentenceo complete the correct word te the (Choos 

1. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as (A)  much  

.my father thanus house enormo_________  uncle hadMy  

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  
2. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

.have ever seen Icollage interesting _________  the He made 

)sentenceo complete the word tt eccorr(Choose the  
3. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

.my hometown nthaexciting _________  This city is 

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  
4. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

place in the  comfortable________ _ het always be My hometown will

world. 

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  

5. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

!had ever seen I mess glorious_________  the dio wasncle's stuuMy  

)ceenntseo complete the correct word t(Choose the  
6. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

 special birthday_________  the This birthday turned out to be

ever. 

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  

7. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

.was I thanteams e thwith  familiar_________  My uncle was 

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  
8. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  
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last year's  thanenjoyable _________  This summer vacation was

vacation. 

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  

9. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

yesterday? thanexciting _________  s getCould thi 

)sentenceo complete the correct word t(Choose the  
10. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

.fun I've ever had________ _ the is This 

)sentencee the etplo comcorrect word t(Choose the  
11. 

(D)  more (C)  most (B)  as uchm  (A)  

 

 

 

 

 

  


